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Abstract

The argument comprehension reasoning task
aims to reconstruct and analyze the argument
reasoning. To comprehend an argument and
fill the gap between claims and reasons, it is
vital to find the implicit supporting warrants
behind. In this paper, we propose a hierarchi-
cal attention model to identify the right war-
rant which explains why the reason stands for
the claim. Our model focuses not only on the
similar part between warrants and other infor-
mation but also on the contradictory part be-
tween two opposing warrants. In addition, we
use the ensemble method for different mod-
els. Our model achieves an accuracy of 61%,
ranking second in this task. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate that our model is effective to
make correct choices.

1 Introduction

The argument reasoning comprehension is a cru-
cial part for natural language understanding and
inference, since argument comprehension requires
reconstruction and analysis for its reasoning. Lack
of common sense makes it difficult to infer claims
from corresponding reasons directly. To fill the
gap between claims and reasons, several explo-
rations have been performed on argumentative
structure of a debate (Hastings, 1963; Walton
et al., 2008; Walton, 1990). Argument reason-
ing comprehension, a new task in SemEval 2018,
sheds some light on the core of reasoning in nat-
ural language argumentation: implicit warrants,
which are seen as a bridge between claims and rea-
sons. Given a reason R, a claim C and two alterna-
tive warrants W0 and W1, the goal of this task is to
identify the right warrant which can justify the use
of R as support for C. The difficulty of the task
is the warrants are plausible and lexically close
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but lead to contradicting claims (Habernal et al.,
2018).

To be more specific, the reason R and the claim
C are propositions extracted from a natural lan-
guage argument. And warrant W is the relation
between R and C which is characterized by a rule
of inference (Newman and Marshall, 1992). Wal-
ton proposed that an argument refers to a claim
based on reasons given in the premises (Walton,
1990). The most central part of this task is how
to find the warrant for the given R and C. In the
argument reasoning comprehension task, the or-
ganizer extracts the instances from Room for De-
bate section of the New York Times. After a com-
plex crowd-sourcing process, 1970 valid instances
are provided for the task. Two alternative warrants
are provided as candidates, where one can justify
the use of R as support for C and the other one
can justify R as support for the opposite side of
C. We need to reconstruct the reasoning and se-
lect the right warrant which stands for claim in this
task. The average score for human is 79.8%, while
for those with extensive formal training is 90.9%
(Habernal et al., 2018).

In this paper, we not only pay attention to the
similar part between each warrant and other infor-
mation but also pay close attention to the contra-
dictory part between two warrants. We propose a
model for this task which consists of four com-
ponents: sentence representation layer, attended
warrant layer, enhanced attention layer and predic-
tion layer. All the sentences are represented with
word embeddings in the sentence representation
layer. And to better understand the meaning of
warrant, we incorporate the additional information
to re-represent the two warrants. Then we apply an
enhanced attention layer to emphasize the similar
and contradictory part between the two alternative
warrants W0 and W1. At last, we make prediction
through a feedforward neural network layer (Fine,
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2001). In addition to the primary model, we pro-
pose an ensemble method to achieve a stable and
credible accuracy. This method is well established
for obtaining highly accurate classifiers by com-
bining less accurate ones (Dietterich, 2000). Our
model improves the accuracy by 4% compared to
the baseline model.

2 Model Description

Our hierarchical attention model is composed of
the following major components: sentence repre-
sentation, attened warrant layer, enhanced atten-
tion layer and prediction layer. Figure 1 shows a
high-level view of sentence representation and at-
tended warrant layer. And Figure 2 shows a high-
level view of the enhanced attention layer and pre-
diction layer. Our code is implemented with Ten-
sorFlow and is available on github 1.

In the attended warrant layer, we pay attention
to the relevant part between each warrant and other
information, and get two attended representation
for the two warrants. While in the enhanced at-
tention layer, we focus on the similarities and dif-
ferences between two attended warrants. The out-
put of our model is the predicted label for each
instance, where label 0 means warrant0 stands for
the claim and label 1 means warrant1 does.

2.1 Sentence Representation
We implement five BiLSTM networks with shared
weights to learn each of the sentence representa-
tion. It is reasonable to use shared weights among
BiLSTM networks because all the sentences are in
the same vector space. The input of BiLSTM net-
work is the sentence represented with word em-
beddings. For later use, we use w0 for the hidden
states of W0 generated by the BiLSTM at time i
over the input sequence. And w1, c, r, d for the
hidden states of W1, C, R and D information at
each time step.

w0i = BiLSTM(W0, i), ∀i ∈ [1, ..., lW0] (1)

w1j = BiLSTM(W1, j),∀j ∈ [1, ..., lW1] (2)

ck = BiLSTM(C, k),∀k ∈ [1, ..., lC ] (3)

rm = BiLSTM(R,m),∀m ∈ [1, ..., lR] (4)

dn = BiLSTM(D,n), ∀n ∈ [1, ..., lD] (5)

Where lW0, lW1, lC , lR and lD are the length of
W0, W1, C, R and D respectively.

1https://github.com/blcunlp/SemEval2018–
argument reasoning comprehension

Figure 1: Sentence representation and attended warrant
layer

2.2 Attended Warrant Layer

Considering the importance of the hint of reason
sentence and claim sentence, we try to pay atten-
tion to the most relevant part between each war-
rant and these additional information. So we im-
plement standard attention mechanism over each
warrant with additional information including C,
R and D, which is represented with A.

A = [c; r; d] (6)

For better comprehension, we apply intra-
attention over each warrant. For convenience, we
combine the two processes above by concatenat-
ing the two vectors for attention. For further use,
we denote attention vectors for W0 and W1 as W0
and W1.

W0 = [w0;A] (7)

W1 = [w1;A] (8)

Specifically, we apply attention over W0 and the
concatenate vector for W0 as the following formu-
las (Tan et al., 2015). We can get Ŵ0i to represent
the vector for W0 after attention.

M0i = tanh(Uw0i + VW0) (9)

S0i ∝ exp(wM0i(t)) (10)

Ŵ0i = w0iS0i (11)

Where U, V and w are attention weight param-
eters. In the same way, we can compute Ŵ1j to
represent the vector for W1 after attention.
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Figure 2: Enhanced attention layer and prediction layer

2.3 Enhanced Attention Layer
The similar and contradictory parts of the two war-
rants are the most important information for argu-
ment reasoning comprehension. In the enhanced
attention layer, our model align the two warrants
to focus on their similarities and differences.

ei,j = Ŵ0i
T

Ŵ1j (12)

W̃0 =
lW1∑

j=1

exp (ei,j)∑lW1
k=1 exp (ei,k)

Ŵ1j (13)

W̃1 =
lW0∑

i=1

exp (ei,j)∑lW0
k=1 exp (ek,j)

Ŵ0i (14)

Where W̃0 is a weighted summation of each el-
ement in W1, the relevant element in W1 is se-
lected and represented into W̃0. We can get W̃1
in the same way.

To extract the different part in W0, we let Ŵ0i
subtract W̃0. To get the similar part in warrant0,
we let Ŵ0i multiply W̃0 (Chen et al., 2017). In
the formulas, � is element-wise multiply of two
vectors. The same is performed for W1.

d0 = Ŵ0− W̃0 (15)

d1 = Ŵ1− W̃1 (16)

m0 = Ŵ0� W̃0 (17)

m1 = Ŵ1� W̃1 (18)

2.4 Prediction Layer
To make best use of all provided information, we
concatenate all the representations.

W0 inf = [Ŵ0; d0;m0] (19)

W1 inf = [Ŵ1; d1;m1] (20)

all info = [W0 inf ;W1 inf ] (21)

We implement a simple feedforward neural net-
work to make the final prediction.

2.5 Model Ensemble

Ensemble learning helps improve machine learn-
ing performance by combining several models
(Zhou, 2012). This approach allows the produc-
tion of a better predictive performance compared
to a single model. To improve and stabilize the
performance of our model, we ensemble different
models by majority voting strategy. We choose
five models which have best performance on de-
velopment data. The final result is better than ev-
ery single model.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

The argument reasoning comprehension task
chooses the Room for Debate section of the New
York Times as source data. The given reason sen-
tences come from stance-taking comments, and
the false warrant is generated by annotators. It is
validated manually that the created false warrant
can prove the reason which will lead to the oppo-
site claim. And the right warrant is written by min-
imal modifications to the false one, which can en-
sure that this warrant can be inferred from the rea-
son and stands for the claim. And also, to evaluate
the performance of the models, each instance in
the dataset is represented as a tuple (R;C;W0;W1)
along with a label (0 or 1). If the label is 0, W0
is the correct warrant, otherwise W1. More details
about dataset can be found in the work of Habernal
(2018)

All the data of the argument reasoning compre-
hension task is provided in the GitHub by task or-
ganizers2. For the availability and validity, after
complex manual processing, only 1955 instances
are selected from 11k comments.

3.2 Experimental Setup

We use the development set to select models for
testing. Training details are as follows. We
use ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
for training, setting the first hyperparameter to be

2the data can be found in github
https://github.com/habernal/semeval2018-
task12/tree/master/data
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0.9 and the second 0.999. The initial learning
rate is 0.001 and the batch size is 32. We use
word2vec((Mikolov et al., 2013)) to pre-train the
word embedding of 300 dimention and keep them
from updating while training. The numbers of hid-
den units and layers of biLSTM networks are 64
and 1 respectively. And the dropout rate is set to
be 0.1, and is applied to all biLSTM networks. For
the prediction layer, we choose standard FNN with
1 layer and set the hidden cells number to 64.

3.3 Evaluation Method

We use accuracy to evaluate the performance of
the models, that is, computing the ratio of the right
predicted labels of all instances. A scorer and de-
tail information are described in the task introduc-
tion website3.The scorer can give us the expected
accuracy of the model.

3.4 Results

models dev acc test acc
baseline model 0.632 0.548
attention model 0.653 0.585
hierarchical model 0.672 0.599
ensemble model-3 0.670 0.602
ensemble model-5 0.686 0.606
ensemble model-7 0.681 0.610

Table 1: results of different models

Table 1 shows the accuracy of different models
on development dataset and test dataset. The first
row is a baseline model which uses intra-warrant
attention between two warrants (Habernal et al.,
2018). In this model, all the representations of in-
put sentences except warrant0 are concatenated as
an attention vector for warrant0 , and all sentences
except warrant1 are concatenated as an attention
vector for warrant1. And the attentive representa-
tions is used for prediction .

To evaluate the performance of each part of
our model, we implement experiments on differ-
ent parts of our model. The attention model in
Table1 includes three parts: sentence representa-
tion, attended warrant layer and prediction layer.
In the prediction layer, the two attended warrant
vectors are used to predict the right label. And
the third model is a single hierarchical attention
model, which adds the enhanced attention layer

3scorer can be found in
https://github.com/habernal/semeval2018-task12

based on the second model. The accuracy im-
proved by 1.4% on the test data.

We use an ensemble method for different mod-
els with majority voting strategy. As we can see
in Table 1, the ensemble model for 5 single mod-
els achieves the highest accuracy on development
dataset.

3.5 Results Analysis

For the attended warrant layer, we use shared
weights of biLSTM networks to get the represen-
tations of sentences. Also we implement intra-
attention over each warrant and implement atten-
tion over each warrant and other sentences. These
changes help to better understand and represent
the warrant meaning itself. We introduce intra-
attention to emphasize the important meaning in
the warrant sentence. The alignment over warrants
and the additional information provide the relativ-
ity of words in warrant and other sentences. With
these attention information, we can see there is an
improvement of 2%.

In the enhanced attention layer based on at-
tended warrant layer, we emphasize the similar
part and the contrary part between two warrants.
The difference of attended warrant0 and warrant1
focuses on the contrary information and the mul-
tiplication of attended warrant0 and warrant1 em-
phasizes the similar part. So the model assigns
different weights to different words of warrants
according to their relativity. We can see there is
about 2% points improvement for this part.

All the results mentioned above are based on
the single model. And to get more stable perfor-
mance, we use an ensemble method for different
single models. In our experiment, the top 5 mod-
els voting result shows the best performance on
development dataset, and the top 7 models voting
result shows the best performance on test dataset.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical attention
model to select the supporting warrant for the ar-
gument. The model performs well in SemEval-
2018 Task12: The Argument Reasoning Compre-
hension Task. We find that the information from
both the similar part and contrary part between
two alternative warrants is crucial to reconstruct
the argument reasoning. Moreover, the ensemble
method is of great help for the good performance
and stability of our model.
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